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Neuroscience research suggests that emotions are contagious. Our brains are social organs, and we are
wired for relationships. When we encounter or experience intense emotions from another individual, we feel
those feelings as if they were our own. Mirror neurons in our brains are responsible for empathy, happiness,
and the contagious anger, sadness, or anxiety that we feel when another person is experiencing these same
feelings.
In the film Inside Out, 11-year-old Riley and her parents are sitting together at dinner in their new San Francisco
home. As the three discuss the youth hockey team that Riley's mother has discovered, Riley's anger builds quickly
because Joy has left headquarters (the frontal lobes in her brain), and Fear and Anger are on duty instead. As
Riley's anger grows, her father's anger begins to match hers, and the dinner conversation ends in an explosive
outburst of emotional contagion. This amusing dramatization of a very real family dynamic demonstrates how our
brains can react and quickly jump into a conflict without our conscious awareness or conscious choice.
Students and educators need to understand how quickly this negative interaction can occur. Conflicts escalate
unconsciously when our amygdala, the emotional control centers in the limbic system, are triggered and we
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instantaneously react. When two people are experiencing an active stress response, no one is thinking clearly as
the frontal lobes are shut down, and behaviors and words can become painful and hurtful. In the end, we rarely feel
better, because the amygdala's language is feelings, not words. When we feel negative emotion, words are not
heard or understood. This is why co-regulation is so important before we begin to problem solve or explain
consequences for poor choices. Co-regulation or calming the stress response system is needed to prime the brain
for broadened thinking, planning, and understanding. Research reports that movement and breathing are two
significant ways to calm the stress response system. We'll discuss these below as we delve into a few calming
strategies for healthy brain functioning.

Calming the Stress Response
Focused attention practices and movement are the two neurological strategies for calming an angry and anxietyridden brain. When we are in this fight-flight-freeze response, we do not hear words or explanations because the
neural pathway from the prefrontal cortex back to the amygdala is much like a dirt road -- it's underdeveloped, and
messages in words are not heard or understood.

1. Get Some Distance
Give students -- and yourself -- a few minutes to step away from a conflict and de-escalate the limbic reaction. You
can accomplish this with deep breaths, some physical space, a few push-ups, jumping rope, a walk, or listening to
instrumental music while focusing on your breath.

2. Validate the Feelings
Once the negative emotions have calmed down and the brain has regulated, validation is critical for helping students
know that they are heard and understood. Examples of validating statements include:
That must have made you feel really angry.
What a frustrating situation to be in!
It must make you feel angry to have someone do that.
Wow, how hard that must be.
That stinks!
That's messed up!
How frustrating!
Yeah, I can see how that might make you feel really sad.
Boy, you must be angry.
What a horrible feeling.
What a tough spot.

3. Questions and Choices
Once the student feels heard and felt, we can gain a better understanding of his or her feelings. We then have an
opportunity to implement questions and choices. Both questioning and choice assist in up-shifting an oxygenated
glucose blood flow to the prefrontal cortex, where we are better problem solvers, to think clearly about choices and
consequences. Here are some sample questions:
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How can I help?
What do you need?
What can we do together to make this better?
What is a plan we can create together?
Is there anything you need from me now or later that would help you reach your goals?

Reasonable Consequences
The brain loves to make sense out of experiences, information, and relationships that fit together. This is why we
need to implement consequences that attend to the hurt or pain that one person has caused another. Consequences
for poor decisions and the choices aligned with them will make sense and feel relevant and meaningful to students
who are ready to process this information, responding from their frontal lobes in a calm brain state. This is the place
in which they'll experience and feel the connection between choices and consequences. Here are some examples of
those connections:
For a student who interrupted whole-class learning, have him or her create an extra-credit assignment for the
class on a specific topic or standard.
For a student who used unkind words to another classmate, have these two partner to create a special
assignment, job, or favor for another class or the cafeteria or office staff, starting a "pay it forward" chain for a
week of school.
For a student who showed disrespectful behavior toward an adult, have him or her write a letter of apology
explaining what was beneath the hurt feelings that caused the behavior, accompanied by a plan of action to
make amends for the hurt feelings that he or she caused.
There are many YouTube videos presenting kindness, empathy, and the tough struggles of others that students will
enjoy and learn from. This activity helps us reach beyond our own stubborn egos and negative emotions to serve
another. The following links take you to sources of short videos that will help your students create positive emotions
and diminish anger:
What are other ways that we could align consequences to impact future behaviors with positive emotion?
Educational Neuroscience Curriculum From "Inside Out"
Inspired by the 2015 film "Inside Out," Lori Desautels integrates educational neuroscience strategies into the
classroom.
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